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About This Game

Life is Hard is a godsim town simulator game. It contains classic strategy games mechanics, referring to such diamonds as
Stronghold and Settlers, combining them with survival and RPG elements in aim to create unique game experience.

Game concept

Your main aim here is to manage your town. Start with a small village with just 4 settlers and turn it into a prosper town with
beautiful buildings, crowded markets and strong walls. Expand your domain, prevent famine and pestilence, make war, trade

with other settlements, attract new people, craft armor and weapons. Make history!
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Godsim element

Start the path by choosing your patron - one of six ancient gods. Every one of them provides unique magic spells and a hero to
help your reign. Would you use Light spells to heal your soldiers or is it more fun to raise your enemies as obedient undead

soldiers with help of the God of Darkness? It's up to you to deside! But be careful - if you don't appease your god he will call
his wrath upon your settlement!

Storyline

Protect your settlers from Tenebris the Necromancer and find out what happened to these lands. Free yourself from the yoke of
the Northern Kingdom. Or is it better to become their loyal vassal? Make you choice, but remember - every medal has its

reverse.

Hard and challenging, because Life is Hard

Whatever you choose, your path won’t be easy. You'll have to start over and over again, trying many different playing styles,
before finding your own way to survive in this unfriendly world. With every failure you'll get a little bit closer to success.

Every attempt is unique
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Your settlers have personal traits and skills, so your settlements will never be the same. Drunkard miners and chatterbox
woodcutters will make the game even more fun!

Beautiful soundtrack and professional voiceover

An original soundtrack with more than 10 themes by Vitaliy Ruzankin awaits you in Life is Hard along with a voiceover in two
languages (English and Russian) done by professional actors.

We're here to help!

Feel free to share your opinion about our game. As Life is Hard is still in Early Access, we're always open to new ideas and
comments!
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Title: Life is Hard
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Pirozhok Studio, Vitaliy Ruzankin
Publisher:
Pirozhok Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 with Service Pack 1, 64-bit installation

Processor: 32 or 64-bit, with clock frequency higher than 1.6GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: with memory size larger than 2 GB and DirectX® 10/OpenGL 3.0 support

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Сompatible with DirectX® sound card (if you want to play with sounds)

Additional Notes: 64-bit system configuration, last graphic drivers.

English,Russian
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By far my favorite module.

Low level acrobatic flight and simply taking in the scenery is pleasant in a Sim with this level of visual fidelity. This is a
forgiving yet fun plane, especially if you're looking for something light to fly for a change of pace. I can't attest to the flight
model accuracy, but it is a public release of a study module ED has created under contract, so I expect it's realistic enough. The
plane is honestly one of the most immersive bits of aviation simulation on the market, helped by excellent audio and visual
detail.

I wouldn't recommend this as a first module, unless you're sure you have the patience to stick to a single limited trainer. This is a
good first full fidelity module, to learn after FC3. My only gripe is short of the landing gear, any damage isn't visually
represented.

All in all, a great little Soviet trainer.. Probably the best platformer I've ever played. The ingenuity, the graphics, the music, the
ambience, it all combines to create a great cinematic experience you can't get anywhere else.

If you haven't played this game before, I recommend you purchase it right now.. Good, fun. High replay value. Speedrunning
potential is excellent.

The developer clearly has a lot of love for this project. It has a similar feel to Touhou games, in ways both good and bad. Melee
influence is limited to memes, references, and the ability to shine and dash around really fast.

It's fast-paced and controls are tight. In spite of framerate limited to 30fps, movement and shooting feels fluid. Boss fights are
tense, with interesting bullet patterns. The flexible utility of "shine" and the special attack for movement, offense, and defense
means that in any situation the player has many options - learning how to optimally act is very rewarding.

The tutorial does a great job and blends in as the first level. However, I wish there was somewhere to view all the control
options, or perhaps even rebind them. It's not obvious what alternative control schemes exist, and the default controller bindings
I just could not handle - pumping the trigger on an Xbox controller for every timed shot is exhausting.

Some aspects lack polish. One is collision with ladders and some kinds of walls; there's a chance of getting briefly stuck on
deceptively large hitboxes when trying to move past some obstacles.
Quality of the visuals varies, but generally works well. Graphics for key characters are nicely expressive, and the less refined
ones are fitting with the 4-color palatte and cheeseball style of the writing.
Music is great. The default audio balance seems off - especially noticeable since shooting in sync with the music is a key
mechanic - but audio sliders in the settings mean this is easily fixed.

Overall, game is good and super worth it. Short (though absolutely fair for $1), replayable, not overly difficult, fun to master.
Never waveshined so much before in my life.
I'd buy a pricier game with similar mechanics and a bit more polish in a heartbeat.. Simple in design and devilish in execution,
Predicate is fast-paced, intense, and satisfying. Levels vary from clearing stages of a variety of enemies, to surviving waves of
attackers, to finding the weak spots on bosses while dodging complex attack patterns. The game puts a lot of emphasis on not
going easy on you, but with an easier setting to drop down to I could practise the attack patterns of the more challenging bosses
before beating them on hard.
The pounding soundtrack keeps the pace feeling fast, and the psychedelic visuals make for an interesting experience without
cluttering the screen or obscuring projectiles. Though perhaps a bit unforgiving on some of the longer levels, it is inherently
satisfying from the smallest victories like surviving an elaborate attack to the greater milestones of beating bosses or unlocking
achievements. If you like being challenged and dodging hundreds of bullets by the skin of your teeth, I recommend picking this
game up.. Well, at first I thought it would be a simple jump-and-run game like most of them are nowadays, but after some time
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it got to me that I'm still playing it. And it's getting harder and harder to keep the caveman and his dinos alive. The bosses are
fun, and I can certainly see that graphics of all the biomes are hand-crafted to look like they're from the 90's. And that's...
surprisingly well done. I mean, it's not "bad graphics", like some of the guys written here before - it's a deliberate stylistic
choice.

So, I'm glad to have this little game in my collection! But I wouldn't recommend it for people who are NOT fan of old school
games. This game has a very specific audience in mind, that's for sure.

For the record: I received a copy of this game in a promotion.. Thank you NIghtdive. It's a fantastic remaster. An old game with
more action in a few hundred megabytes than most AAA games pushing 40+ gigs. Controls are excellent and the graphics are
more than acceptable for its age. I was very surprised and pleased at how crisp the controls were. Mouse is a bit like
cheating...time to pull out the hotas setup and get the real feel this game can offer.. warning: may include spoilers

i remember playing the first game a long time ago and i really liked it so then i found a sequel and thought, "i have to get this
game". then i got it and it took a while to download, but it really wasn't much time to download so i thought that it would be a
small game. then i saw the intro and thought that it would be a good game.

well I cant change my gender, guess i'm done for.

then I kill a pile of trash. (but did i really have to?)

later I'm outside and I kill some giant wasps in few seconds and apparently that was supposed to be hard.

i kill some more guys and end up with some 3 orb things and i go to some well and find some random floating thing and he says
something like "hey dude thanks for the orbs kbye" and he flys away and gives me a giant bag and i think that im TOTALLY
gonna use the xp cause the enemies are so easy in this game

then i go into a desert and kill some sand worm thing

then i kill guys in a forest and put some guys lamp bright again.

then i eventually go to a desert and find some super slash thingy that you can use to fire a beam thing that would be TOTALLY
useful

then i go in a pit and do some thing with a lever by using the beam to reach it

a door opens and i go through it and about 30 seconds later im fighting a boss

i kill it with rocks

then i get a kid and i bring him home and realise i was only just doing a quest

i go in the desert again and then go through a red cave

then i kill some yellow orc and get his blood, god i wasn't expecting that

i get a keycard and go in some spaceship and a snake puts the key card in

then eventually after the same annoying as hell enemies i get to some room filled with stuff in jars

i break a jar cause i hate everything in this world
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then a flying wombat comes out and craps every where

the same thing happens with the orc, i kill it and it turns into jelly and i take its blood

then i get some dust on my sword and help some drunk guy with the blood

i use the dust to cut down some rocks and go into a temple

i kill everything and i also kill a guardian at some point and free birds and kill them 5 seconds later and be a horrible person and
take their eggs (i feel bad cause i read the secret diary)

then i go past a door and a huge eagle takes me to some edgy island with dragons

eventually i go and fight a thing and i get a chicken

then i fight another thing and i get something else but i think it was the buffalo thing

i talk to some cool kids and they give me some edgy rhino

then i have to get medicine and its really boring and this person isn't even sick

they are instantly better when they drink out of the dirty bucket which makes no sense and i go through some rocks on my edgy
rhino and i find some purple dragon and i free it and explode it with my beam and ride it away

then i get some fruit to put in a medicine

i have to go on my most epic quest in the whole game just to get a carrot, some water, salt, a bucket and some sacred fruit that
grows probably every century/millenium but they don't care, their daughter has a cold and you have to help them. it would not
be nice medicine and i think it would actually make you more sick due because you mixed SO many things together and its just,
ew

then they have the medicine and are instantly better

i find a vault and look up the code to get in and i find the code online and type it in

i get a crap ton of xp

then i get some jump skill thing

some time soon i break a door with my dragon and my hometown is destroyed

yay i love this sight everybody is DEAD (or they are probably hiding in the pit)

hiding from the FAT BIRDS!

the bird somehow came back to live and are edgy as hell

the only hard enemies in the game i am facing right now

i rk them and go in the final area

later i fly over a bridge

i get to my final boss and all the guys aren't dead and they came cuz i did they're quests and they rk the boss's health
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i eventually get on the point and its really freaking boring because they only have 5 attacks and spam them in the same order
over and over until eventually i kill it

when i thought it was over i had to go in his mouth

i eventually fight his heart

wow that was easy

then i get vomited out of him

the end

this game is pretty good and it's nice to have a trip back to the original "chibi knight" flash game. replaying it to find new secrets
and getting all the achievements can be fun from time to time. i definetly recommend this game if you like 2d rpg's.
Uninteresting, easy, poorly-designed puzzles in addition to frustrating controls and questionable decisions. The Turing Test is
the same design but much better. Nobody could call it overpriced, but it wasn't worth my time and it's probably not worth
yours.. A Really Cute Gem

Worth a few hours entertainment.

The characters are memorable for a hidden object game.
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I like horror games like Outlast, Layers of Fear - yes even Daylight is one of my favorites. This game really moved me to
request a refund because of all these glitches, terrible controls and crashes during gameplay.

Developer stated they fixed rendering errors and many other problems with the game - but not for me. You cannot really set up
the controls. There is no option for e.g. toggling between pressing or holding the crouch key. You have to hold that crouch key
all the time while you crouch. If you have no gamer keyboard there could be some "ghosting" because you have to press so
many buttons at a tome. So guess what you have quicktime events. I had to press "W" (walk)+"Shift" (run) + "E" (you have to
press that because of the QTE) and Ctrl (crouch) Even my Razer keyboard said NO,NO please stop pressing so hard!!!! Please
not another key!!!

Also jumping is hilarious. It doesn´t even look like the player jumps over an obstacle - NO! The player is like hover right
through desks, beds or whatever you have to jump over.

The enemies (I only saw that guy - naked from the waist up wielding a knive ) are hovering through objects too. That is stupid.
Why doesn´t this guy even wear a shirt? Why is he walking (or hovering) like a snail??? Why is the player walking like in
slowmo? Why does running feels like walking in Outlast? Why are the sounds suddenly break up and you hear nothing not even
your footsteps?? Sometimes the game is blocking your view because you suddenly see your head or arm or whatever in front of
you which is really weird and distracting.

Guys I really don´t wanna sell it short but this game is technically bad, really really bad - exept the grapics because the game is
powered by Unity engine. The tutorial was interesting had nice atmosphere but after that I got hooked.... NOT!

If you like horror games and you don´t have Outlast, Daylight, Layers of Fear, Resident Evil 0 or Resident Evil HD Remaster.
This is the better choice and worth the money!

. played this on xbox 360 and actually liked it despite the bugs and sometimes dumb AI.

I got into it since it had you travel between the civil war and world war 1 and when it came out at the time there weren't really
any games about ww1 except for toy soldiers and a lackluster of civil war games.

I got it on pc so I could play with the habitat editor which can be found here since the main website for darkest of days is dead: 
https:\/\/www.fileplanet.com\/archive\/p-44817\/Darkest-of-Days-Level-Editor

honestly I wish it would go on sale so more people would be willing to buy it.. Im doing my part. Giving this masterpiece
Thumbs up. Wish i could forget this game so i can play again with the same joy.. completely useless, legitimately destroys your
desktop, not recommended at all, DONT BUY. Russian Vice City
12/10. I kind of love this game but can't really articulate why.

Maybe it's the writing. Or the theme, the idea of this posse of girls causing and skirting trouble in the 1920s. It calls me back to
reading about Encyclopedia Brown and Sally Kimball when I was a kid -- it's got that sorta feel to it, but you know, as a game.
Well, as a boardgame, with tokens in room locations to indicate encounters. You basically play one of five mini-games to
promote your agenda -- they tend to be luck-based but most of them have some small bit of skill involved. Lots of tongue-in-
cheek humor. I mean, you recruit other girls to join your gang (complete with a "queen"), and then, each girl can have a boy in
tow to use as an expendable tool, if need be. You're trying to get things done, while constrained by these 1920 gender roles, heh.

Oh, to note: It's older, so the window/resolution is low and you have to edge scroll. That's the one con.. I really don't understand
all the complaints about this dlc. Yes the hacking isn't very well explained, but that was fixed in recent updates. Besides,
Behemoths took some time to fully understand and use effectively, for me at least.

Anyway on to my personal thoughts and opinions of Penumbra. I love the hacking, especially the more I learned how to use it
better. It adds more planning about how you go against other empires and now you can hurt other empires without having to go
to war with them. This does make turns longer and therefore games longer though. As for the Umbral Choir, I view them as OP,
both for playing as and playing against (whether AI or another player). A good player simply cannot lose when playing them
against AI, even on the harder difficulties. While I don't play online, if you pick the Umbral Choir other players could gang up
on you much like the cultist in Endless Legend. When playing against an AI Umbral Choir it's not a guaranteed loss as I've beat
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them. However, eliminating them out of the game is another story. The Umbral Choir itself is interesting though, both their
mechanics and lore (ship designs too).

PROS:
- Hacking adds more depth to the game
- Umbral Choir has interesting mechanics and lore
- Cloaking finally in-game
- Recent updates fixed many issues and better explained hacking mechanics

CONS:
- Hacking makes game take longer
- Umbral Choir is too OP (in single player at least)
-  Hacking mechanics poorly explained (fixed in updates but I thought I'd note this here anyway). Neat looking and a good
concept, but flawed for now.

In its current state with the current number of players, the game is kinda fun for a bit. But every game mode and map I played
had many players. Because there are so few concurrent players on this game, most of the players I was playing with were AIs.
The AIs aren't very fun to play against, because the game is designed to be PVP. If I were playing in a match full of people,
much fun would be had, but this doesn't appear to be possible right now.

Broken Bots needs a LOT more players than it currently has to be fun for any length of time. Either that, or maps and game
modes need to be designed to handle much fewer players.
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